
Always review and verify 
whether the responses 
are accurate and meet 

your needs.

The primary input Copilot needs to generate 
answers that can help you in your security- 
related tasks. Prompts can be written queries 
from users, in-product suggestions from 
Copilot, or built into a pre-planned series 
known as Promptbooks.

Prompt (noun) präm(p)t:

Top 10 prompts with Microsoft  
Copilot for Security
Build prompts that achieve results

Copilot is a generative AI-powered security solution 
that helps increase the efficiency and capabilities of 
defenders to improve security outcomes at machine 
speed and scale, while remaining compliant to 
responsible AI principles.

Copilot provides a natural language, assistive copilot 
experience that helps support security professionals 
in end-to-end scenarios such as incident response, 
threat hunting, intelligence gathering, and posture 
management.

What is your Goal? – Be specific, clear, and concise as 
much as you can about what you want to achieve.

Supply Context  – Why do you need this information 
or how will you use it? Provide necessary context to 
narrow down where Copilot looks for data. 

Set Expectations – What format or which target 
audience do you want the response tailored to? 
Give positive instructions instead of "what not to do". 
Copilot is geared toward action, so telling it what you 
want it to do for exceptions is more productive. 

Provide a Source – Supply any known information, 
data source(s), or plugins Copilot should be used.  

Directly address Copilot as "You", as in, "You should 
..." or "You must ...", as this is more effective than 
referring to it as a model or assistant. 

Tips for
prompting

Analyze the following script <INSERT SCRIPT>1
If a user is listed in the incident details, show which 
devices they recently used and indicate if they are 
compliant with policies.

Show me the top 5 DLP alerts that I should 
prioritize today. 
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The possibilities 
with Copilot are 
limitless… 
these 10 prompts (in no 
particular order) are highly 
recommended by users, but 
by no means are the only 
ten prompts that you’ll want 
to use. And love.

Designed with 
integration in mind.
Copilot seamlessly 
integrates with products in 
the Microsoft Security 
portfolio such as Microsoft 
Defender XDR, Microsoft 
Sentinel, Microsoft Intune, 
as well as third-party 
services such as 
ServiceNow.
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Summarize Sentinel incident <SENTINEL_INCIDENT_ID>. 

Show me the intel profile for <THREAT ACTOR> 
and create a bulleted list of associated indicators 
for this actor.

Can you summarize the IOC's related to this intel profile 
into a list and give me direct links for Microsoft Defender 
Threat Intelligence portal?

Describe the impact of this policy on users and highlight 
setting conflicts with existing policy.

Why was <USERNAME> prompted for MFA? 

Generate and run a KQL query within Microsoft Sentinel 
to hunt for break-glass account usage.

Append comment To ServiceNow Incident.


